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This	
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Guide
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59	

   day-walks
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between
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and
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in	

   the
Northern	

   Rivers	

   of	

   NSW.

DAY WALK GRADINGS (used in this book).
Grade 1 (Easy). Opportunity for a large
number of walkers, including those with
reduced walking ability to walk on well marked
and even tracks. Tracks are man made and
may have a few steps. Should not be steep.
Suitable for beginners. Distance should not
exceed about 10km.
Grade 2 (Easy-medium). Easy walk, mostly
on tracks of low gradient Opportunity to walk
easily in natural environments on well marked
tracks. Tracks should not be steep. Distance
should not exceed about 15km. Suitable for
beginners.
Grade 3 (Medium). Medium walk with some
hilly sections &/or rougher terrain. Opportu-
nity to walk on deﬁned & distinct tracks with
some steep sections requiring a moderate level
of ﬁtness. Suitable for beginners. Distance
should not exceed about 20 km.
Grade 4 (Medium-Hard). Steeper, rougher
terrain & may have off-track sections (no more
than one quarter of the walk), or a longer
distance track walk. Opportunity to explore
and discover relatively undisturbed natural
environments mostly along deﬁned & distinct
tracks. Tracks can be steep. There may be short
sections of rock scrambling involved. Leaders
should have map reading abilities and/or abil-
ity to use a compass. Distance depending on
circumstances. Not suitable for most beginners.
Grade 5 (Hard). Off-track or difﬁcult ter-
rain. Opportunity for walkers with advanced
outdoor knowledge and skills to ﬁnd their own
way along often indistinct tracks or off track in
remote locations. May include steep sections
of unmodiﬁed surfaces. There may be rock
scrambling, creek walking & crossing involved.
Distance should not exceed 30 km, but may be
short & difﬁcult. Not suitable for beginners.
Grade 6 (Very hard). Strenuous off-track

walk or very long distance. Opportunity for
highly experienced walkers to explore remote
and challenging natural areas without reliance
on managed tracks. Terrain may be steep,
uneven and no track. There may be rock
scrambling, creek walking & crossing involved.
Distance covered is unlimited, but may be short
& difﬁcult. Only for experienced walkers and
not suitable for beginners.
Dressed for the toughest walk
in this book, Sphinx Rock.
(For easier walks omit the gloves
and wear lighter clothing).

Experience,
conﬁdence,
positive attitude

Lightweight,
fast-drying
‘travel wear’

Watch is a
navigational tool.
It tells you when
to turn around and
head home
Leather
gloves

Backpack
containing:
food
water
ﬁrst aid
rainwear
warm clothing
map & compass
camera
LED headlight torch
insect repellent

A hat, even in
the shade of
the trees

Thick, soft, comfy socks,
with insect repellant underneath. Your feet deserve it

Shoes that will not cause
blisters, and will grip in wet
conditions and on slippery
rocks, ‘Volleys’

Mount Warning and The Sisters
as seen from The Pinnacle Lookout

Before heading out read
the safety suggestions
on page 45.
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Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
2

Walk

Page

The Loop Track ...................................4
Culmaran Valley Track ........................4
Iron Pot Loop .......................................4
The Murray Scrub Walking Track ......5
Eden Creek Falls ..................................5
Border Loop Walk ................................7
The Pinnacle Lookout..........................7
Falcorostrum Loop ...............................7
Bar Mountain Circuit ..........................9
Helmholtzia Loop ................................9
Red Cedar Loop ..................................10
Brindle Creek .......................................10
Palm Forest Walk ..................................11
Rosewood Loop Walk ..........................11
Booyong Walk ......................................12
Byrrill Creek .........................................12
Ironbark Tree Reserve .........................13
Brummies Lookout ..............................13
The Lyre Bird Lookout ........................14
Mount Warning ...................................14
Mount Cougal, east peak .....................16
Walk on water ......................................17
Brunswick Heads Nature Reserve ........18
Tyagrah Nature Reserve ......................18
Cape Byron ..........................................19
Tallow Beach ........................................20
Broken Head to Whites Beach .............21
Broadwater Lookout to Salty Lagoon ..24
Dirrawong Reserve ..............................25
Goanna Headland ...............................25
Gummi Garra Walk .............................26
Jerusalem Creek ...................................27
Black Rocks wildﬂower walk ................27
Iluka Bluff Lookout..............................28
Iluka Bluff to Woody Head ..................28
Iluka Rainforest ....................................28
Kunghur Flying Fox .............................29
Pholis Gap ............................................30
Mount Matheson Circuit .....................31
Dirangah Rocks ...................................31
Protester Falls .......................................32
Terania Creek Basin.............................33
Platypus Walk .......................................34

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Cedar Walk ..........................................34
Scrub Turkey Walk...............................34
Big Scrub Loop ....................................35
Boggy Creek Walk................................35
Condong Falls ......................................36
Minyon Grass to the plunge pool .........37
Rummery Park to Peates Mountain .....38
Wanganui Gorge ..................................38
Nightcap Bluff Lookout .......................39
Clarrie Hall Dam .................................40
Burringbar Range Trail .......................40
Booyong Reserve ..................................42
Tucki Tucki Bora Ring .........................43
Tucki Tucki Nature Reserve.................43
Victoria Park ........................................44
Wilson Park ..........................................45

Easy walks; 1 3 6 7 8 11 19 22 23 26 31 33
36 41 43 46 55 56 57 58.
The best of the rainforest; 4 8 9 10 11 12 41
42 46 49 55 58.
Dramatic walks; 7 10 18 20 21 25 27.
Rugged wild walks; 12 18 20 21 27 37 40
42.
The best; 7 10 18 21 27 41 42 49.

A wild walk in Terania Creek Basin, page 33
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Culmaran Valley Track
Time: One hour.
Grade 3: Some steep sections, (there are 147
steps down to the creek), and some tree roots
to step over in the forest. An aerobic work-out,
2.5 km.
Map: Culmaran Valley, page 4.
Features: The walk passes through a subtropi-
cal rainforest with more than 200 plant species,
including booyongs, rosewood, pigeon berry
ash, giant stinging trees, hoop pine and stran-
gler ﬁg. There are plant identiﬁcation signs
along the track.
Directions: See access notes from the walk
above.
From point A on the map, walk downhill to
the bridge over Culmaran Creek. Head uphill
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Time: 10 minutes.
Grade 2: An easy, short, walk on a
formed track, 500m.
Map: Culmaran Valley, page 4.
Features: The walk passes through
a forest of tall blue gums and brush
box.
Directions: The Cambridge
Plateau Scenic Drive is suitable for
two wheeled drive vehicles in dry
weather. It is much easier to reach
the Cambridge Plateau Rest Area
from the Mallanganee end of the
road. Continuing on north from the
lookout to Afterlee will generally
require a four wheel drive vehi-
cle, and will be impossible in wet
weather.
Both of the walks at the Cambridge
Plateau Rest Area start at A, shown
on the map. After 200 metres keep
an eye out for the turn-off on the
right, where the loop walk departs
from the longer walk. The route is
sign posted and easy to follow.
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The Loop Track
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1

through the forest until the track meets with
Cambridge Plateau Scenic Drive. Turn right
on to the road and follow it 500 metres back to
the start.
Culmaran Creek is from the Gidhabal (dialect of
Bundjalung) galma:ra:n for bracken fern.
Mallanganee is from the Aboriginal word Mellen-
Ganee meaning ‘Place of Tall Pines.’
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Iron Pot Loop
Time: 10 minutes.
Grade 1: An easy, sign posted walk in the bush
between Ironpot Creek Rest Area and Ironpot
Creek, 750m.
Map: Iron Pot Loop, page 5.
Features: A mixture of wet sclerophyll and
rainforest species featuring Flooded Gum,
Brushbox, Bangalow Palm and Red Cedar.
Many of the trees are named and there are
some leeches. Keep an eye out for the Pink-
Tongued Lizard. It looks like a Blue-Tongued

Lizard but with a slender, grasping tail.
Directions: Ironpot Creek Rest Area is off
Murray Scrub Road, which is off Toonumbar
Forest Drive, 25 km west of Kyogle via the
Afterlee Road. All these unsealed roads are for
dry weather use only.
If you are staying in the camping area, then the
logical place to start the walk is at B. If you are
just driving in, then park at the locked gate at
the picnic area on the bank of Ironpot Creek,
point A on the map.

White Booyong, and passes through a magniﬁ-
cent stand of red cedars. Along the way are all
the plants, birds, and animals of the rainforest,
including leeches.
Directions: Access to the walk is at the end of
a short road, off Murray Scrub Road, (which is
the road to Ironpot Creek Rest Area). Toonom-
bar Forest Drive is an unsealed road and should
not be used in wet weather. The walk starts at a
car park and is well sign posted.
Poor Bullock Range is said to have been so named
because a team of bullocks, used to haul timber on this
range, was struck by lighting.

4
The Murray Scrub
Walking Track

Toonumbar is from Danamba, meaning “people
used to live in there sometimes”.

Time: 2 hours return.
Grade 3: An easy walk on a formed track.
Some trees are named. Watch out for the Giant
Stinging Tree which is common. There may be
ankle-high seedlings growing on the track. 5.5
km return.
Map: Murray Scrub, page 6.
Features: The walk starts in a eucalypt forest
featuring bellbirds and black cockatoos. The
remains of an old logging track take you into
a lowland subtropical rainforest dominated by

Kyogle is from the Aboriginal word ‘Kaiou-Gal’
meaning native companion (also Plains Turkey or
Bustard). The Plains Turkey or Bustard is a bird of
the inland and unlikely to have inhabited this area before
forestation. But there are many scrub or bush turkeys
there.
Woodenbong is Aboriginal for ‘a lagoon’.
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Eden Creek Falls
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Time: 1.5 - 2.5 hours return.
Grade 4: A steep walk on an old track.
Some optional rock hopping in the
creek is necessary to visit the upper falls.
If you choose not to drive down the
ﬁre trail there is an easy walk on an old
forestry track to the picnic area.
0.5 - 5.5 km return.
Map: Murray Scrub, page 6.
Features: A mixture of eucalypts and
rainforest species (including the Giant
Stinging Tree). Two waterfalls and
stimulating creek landscapes.
Directions: This area was a State For-
est before it became Toonumbar Na-
tional Park. The walk has not yet been
upgraded to the standard preferred by
the NPWS. What you will ﬁnd are run-
down facilities and a general discour-
5
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agement to attemp the walk. Nevertheless this
is a popular walk with the local Bushwalking
Clubs. Do not set out if the weather is wet. The
intersection of Toonumbar Forest Drive and
Poor Bullock Range Road is not sign posted.
You will have to look for the distinctive sharp,
looping bend in the road shown on maps of the
area. This turn-off is marked by a gate which
is usually locked. If locked, park here and walk
the 2 km to the picnic area above the falls.
If unlocked you can drive a four-wheel-drive
vehicle to the start of the walk. This track is
well graded, overgrown and easy (but only in
dry weather). About 1.5 km down Poor Bullock
Range Road turn left to Eden Creek Falls,
6

Ljmpnfusft

(there is a signpost at this intersection).
From the picnic area head downhill on the
track to Eden Creek (about 45 minutes return).
The track intersects the creek just above the
top of the lower falls, 32.4m high. Not much of
the falls can be seen from the top but the rock
shelf provides a dramatic break in the vegeta-
tion for admiring the surrounding forest. Walk
upstream 100m to the bottom of the upper
falls, which drop 67 m into a 10 metre deep
plunge pool. Return along the same route.

6

8
Border Loop Walk

Falcorostrum Loop

Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 1: An easy walk on a well-graded,
lightly-gravelled track, 1.2 km.
Map: Walks in The Border Ranges National
Park, page 8 (inset).
Features: This short loop walk starts next
to an interesting lookout, and passes through
a eucalypt forest (watch for koalas), and then
through a subtropical rainforest. Bellbirds can
be heard above in the forest trees, and there are
information signs identifying many of the trees.
Directions: Take the side road, off The Lions
Road, down to the Border Loop Picnic Area
(three kilometres south of the Tick Gate on the
Queensland border). The track starts next to
the toilet and eventually loops back onto itself.

Time: 30 minutes return.
Grade 2: An easy walk on a good track, 750m
return.
Map: Bar Mountain, page 9.
Features: This walk celebrates the Falcoros-
trum Orchids, (look for white and purple blos-
soms in early spring), which cling to the gnarled
trunks and branches of the ancient Antarctic
Beech trees found here. Keep a look out also
for the ‘beech orange’, a fungus which grows
on the branches of the beech trees. Albert’s
Lyre bird can sometimes be seen in this cool
temperate forest.
Bar Mountain is the highest point on the
caldera (1,140 metres above sea level), and was
once a log dump when the area was part of
Wiangaree State Forest (until 1983). The forest
is often shrouded in fog and mist, and snow
occasionally falls.
Directions: The walk starts at the Bar Moun-
tain Picnic Area.

7
The Pinnacle Lookout
Time: 10 minutes return.
Grade 2: An easy walk on a formed track with
some steps, 200m return.
Map: Walks in The Border Ranges National
Park, page 8.
Features: A short walk
through the forest to one
of the most spectacular
lookouts in Australia.
‘The Pinnacle’ itself
is actually below the
lookout and not visible.
The view is dominated
by Mount Warning and
the surrounding caldera,
see photo page 1. Breath
taking.
Directions: The walk
is well sign posted and
starts at a parking area on
the Tweed Range Scenic
Drive.

View to the south from The Pinnacle Lookout
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Bar Mountain Circuit
Time: 3 hours return.
Grade 3: Medium difﬁculty. A well marked
track that drops 200 metres in elevation to a
lookout, 3.5 km return.
Map: Bar Mountain, page 9.
Features: This walk starts in a cool temperate
forest, passes through a warm temperate forest
and ends at a lookout in a wet eucalypt forest,
before returning to the picnic area. There is
a lookout with views west to Mount Lindesay
and Mount Barney.
Directions: The walk starts at the Bar
Mountain Picnic Area and shares the ﬁrst few
hundred metres with the Falcorostrum Loop.
After 2 kilometres of downhill walking you will
come to the lookout. Return, uphill, on the
remainder of the loop.

10

Park then this is the one to do. Expect to see
luxurient rainforest, orchids, Hoop Pine and
Antarctic Beech. The Helmholtzia Lily, which
is a feature of this walk, is only found in the
north east of NSW and south east Queensland.
Directions: Half of this walk is shared with
the much longer Brindle Creek Walk. You are
less likely to miss the turnoff if you start on
the northern side of Brindle Creek, across the
bridge from point A on the map. The track
from here follows Brindle Creek upstream. The
bank is undercut and dangerous to approach,
so keep to the track. After crossing the creek
turn right on to the Brindle Creek Walk and
continue
on to
Brindle
Creek
Picnic
Area,
point A
on the
map.

Helmholtzia Loop
Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 2: Easy, 1.2km return.
Map: Brindle Creek, page 10.
Features: If you only have time for one quick
rainforest walk in the Border Ranges National
9
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Red Cedar Loop
Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 1: Easy, 750m return.
Map: Brindle Creek, page 10.
Features: A walk through an interesting
subtropical rainforest, to a 1000 year old Red
Cedar tree 48 metres high, that escaped the
axe. Board walks have been constructed to
protect the habitat of the endangered Fleay’s
barred frog.
Directions: The walk commences up the road
a little from the Brindle Creek Picnic Area and
runs parallel to Brindle Creek on the southern
bank, looping around the Cedar Tree and
returning to the picnic area.

12
Brindle Creek
Time: 3 hours one way.
Grade 3: Easy grades on a well-marked track,
5km one way.
Map: Brindle Creek, page 10.
Features: Moss-covered, 2000 year old Ant-
arctic Beech trees in an unspoilt rainforest. Wa-
terfalls, lichen, climbers, orchids, fungi, snails,
crayﬁsh, bird life, frogs and ferns. This is a big,
magniﬁcent walk that will not disappoint.
Directions: Choose one of the following
alternatives:
You can walk the length (A to B), turn around
and walk back (10 km, 6 hours). You may be
10

forced to choose this option if you are unable
to organise a vehicle to return you to the start
after walking one way. If you choose to walk
both ways, start at A, that way it will be all
downhill on the return trip. It is, of course,
possible to return along the road but this far
less interesting.
My recommended (short) option is to start at
A, walk as far as Selva Falls, visiting Evans Falls
on the way, turn around, and return to A. This
eliminates the need for a car-shufﬂe and you
get to see the best part of the walk, 6km, 3.5
hours.
The ‘ofﬁcial’ walk, is one way, from B to A.
This is all downhill and you get to see every-
thing. Commence the walk at the Antarctic
Beech Picnic Area, B on the map. The track
starts on the opposite side of the road to
the Picnic Area and leads downhill through
an Antarctic Beech forest. The track winds
through the forest on the southern bank of
Brindle Creek. Keep an eye out, on the right,
for the short side
tracks ﬁrst to
Selva Falls and
then to Evans
Falls. Don’t swim
in the creek as
it is home to
a number of
endangered frogs.
The track ends
at A, the Brindle
Creek Picnic
Area.

Warrazambil, from the Bundjalung ‘warjam/war-
dam for shark in coastal dialects. Also: Gidabal for
eel, also for spirit being that dwells in water rivers or
swamps, (-bil being the plural sufﬁx).
Wiangaree Aboriginal ‘wongarie’ for camping place,
pine ridge or a hut.
Boorabee is from ‘burbi’ for koala. It is common
for the Aboriginal trilled ‘r’ to sound to European ears
as ‘rra’ thus making an extra syllable. Gidhabal and
Yugambeh ‘burbi’ for koala.
The story of the Cat bird djurebil (increase site)
started at a place now called Jiggi. A great battle was
fought in the dream time where the man who was to
become the ancestor of the cat-bird (Jiggi) was mortally
wounded. He asked to be buried at Mount Lion. All
the way there the ancestor of the cat-bird called out “jig-
giae- jiggiae”.
Jiggi, after being mortally wounded, was ﬁrst carried
to Mt. Boorabee (meaning koala), 6km east of Kyogle,
but refused to be buried there because it was the djurebil
for koalas.
Black Hand Mountain (Wathumbil) at the
head of Warrazambil Creek was another place that the
wounded Jiggi was taken, but he refused to be buried
there because it was the djurebil of Warrajum the
rainbow serpent.
The ancestors of the Walungmira live in Mount
Lion, the burial place of Jiggi, the ancestor of the cat
bird. His tomb is a cleared space with stones all around.
The cat bird has a call like a cat meowing, or a baby
crying.
Selva and Evans Falls are said to be named
after members of an Army jungle training unit that
used this area for training when it was still part of the
Wiangaree State Forest. The Antarctic Beech Picnic
Area was formerly a helicopter pad where troops from
the Canungra Jungle Training Camp were ﬂown in for
exercises (until 1973).

13
Palm Forest Walk
Time: 1 hour.
Grade 2: An easy and popular walk, 2 km.
Map: Booyong walk, page 12.
Features: A walk through subtropical
rainforest and drier eucalypt forest, ending at
Brushbox Falls. Above the falls is a forest of
Bangalow and Piccabeen palms. The track
follows the line of an old logging and bullock
trail. You can see where early cedar getters
carved their names on a moss-covered sand-
stone rockface.
Directions: The walk starts from near the
lowest part of Sheepstation Creek Camping
Area. The route is sign posted and easy to fol-
low. Return along the same route.

14
Rosewood Loop Walk
Time: 3 hours, starting from Sheepstation
Creek Camping Area.
Grade 3: Medium difﬁculty with many slopes
to walk up and down (100m of elevation), 6 km
return.
Map: Booyong walk, page 12.
Features: This walk is along the same route as
the Palm Forest Walk and part of the Booyong
Walk. The loop, a side track, passes through
forests of old growth Rosewood, Flooded Gum
and White Beech. With more than 23 fruit-
ing varities of rainforest trees the bird life is
proliﬁc. A swim in the creek is possible but the
water is always cold.
Directions: The walk commences at the
Sheepstation Creek Camping Area and for
the ﬁrst kilometre follows the same route as
the Booyong and Palm Forest walks. Keep
an eye out, on the left, for the turnoff to the
Rosewood Loop. This is an out-and-back walk,
so after completing the loop return along the
same route back to the camping area.
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Booyong Walk
Time: 5 hours, one way.
Grade 3: A medium difﬁculty walk on a
well-marked track involving a long walk down
a ridge between two creeks descending 310
metres of elevation, 10.5 km one way.
Map: Booyong walk, page 12.
Features: A good introduction to the rainfor-
est, featuring the tall, straight and majestic
booyong tree, as well as all the fungi and ferns
of the forest.
Directions: It is best to start this walk from the
Forest Tops Camping Area to avoid a long
uphill walk. If you are doing this walk one
way, you will have to arrange transport at
the other end (Sheepstation Creek Camping
Area). The track starts at the back of the
camping area at Forest Tops and plunges
straight into the rainforest. The track runs
gradually downhill where it meets with
the Rosewood Loop Walk, which is an
12

optional side trip. From this point on, the walk
incorporates the Palm Forest Walk, ﬁnishing at
Sheepstation Creek Camping Area.
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Byrrill Creek
Time: 30 minutes return.
Grade 2: Easy walking on a formed track,
some uphill gradients, 900m return.
Map: Mebbin, page 13.
Features: A quick, rewarding, return walk
through subtropical rainforest down to Byrrill
Creek. The track passes some huge ﬁg trees.
Directions: The walk starts on the southern
side of Mebbin
Camping Area,
near an informa-
tion board. Follow
the track down
to the Creek and
return along the
same route.

Brummies Lookout
Time: 40 minutes return.
Grade 3: A rough, rocky, track with steep sec-
tions. Some danger from falling, at the lookout,
due to steep, slippery sides, 900m return.
Map: Brummies Lookout, page 14.
Features: The walk starts in a wet sclerophyll
forest and ﬁnishes in a drier forest featuring
grass trees and wallaby grass. The views are
spectacular and special, Mount Warning being
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Byrrill Creek, Aboriginal, probably derived from
‘burrul’ meaning wallaby.
Mebbin is from the Bundjalung word ‘mibin’ meaning
hawk.
Cadell was a local forester whose ashes were spread
around the Ironbark Tree in 1961.
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Time: 1.5 hours return.
Grade 2: Easy walking on a road through
Mebbin National Park, 5km return.
Map: Mebbin, page 13.
Features: A walk down a forest road to the
remains of a 400-year-old Ironbark tree. Along
the route, beside the road, are plenty of inter-
esting trees, orchids and vines.
Directions: The walk starts at the intersection
of Cadell Road and Lemon Tree Road. Here
you will ﬁnd a locked gate. Walk 2.5 km down
Lemon Tree Road. After a while the gradient
is generally uphill. Just past the crest of the hill,
where the road ﬁnally heads downhill, an old
car parking area and a track can be seen on the
left. The signpost indicating the short walk to
the Giant Ironbark (50 metres) is now missing.
Walk down the track to the old tree, which you
will ﬁnd has died. Huge branches have fallen
down crushing the information sign and the
surrounding fencing. Keep well back because
all the branches have not yet fallen. Return to
the road and continue on for 200 metres where
you can see more large, living, ironbark trees.
Return along the same route.
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only 4 km away. Be warned that there is a sig-
niﬁcant risk of falling off this mountain if you
go too near the edge of the cliffs. At this point
you are 600 metres above sea level. Views ex-
tend all the way to the Byron Bay Lighthouse.
Magic ﬂora.
Directions: The road to Brummies Lookout
is sign posted as four-wheel-drive. Do not at-
tempt this road in the wet. The main obstacle
to vehicles are the drainage ‘speed bumps’ that
cross the road, requiring high ground clear-
13
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The Lyrebird Lookout
Time: 15 minutes return.
Grade 2: An easy walk on a good track, 300m
return.
Map: Mount Warning, page 15.
Features: Huge forest trees, interpretative
signs and a pleasant creek.
Directions: Commence the walk from the
Breakfast Creek Picnic Area. Turn right and
cross the creek. Follow the steps up to the look-
out. Return along the same route.
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Mount Warning
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ance. From Tyalgum drive up Swifts Road,
then Tyalgum Ridge Road to Brummies Road.
Continue to the end of this road (A), turn
around and drive 250 metres back downhill
to the start of the walk. Brummies road can
also be accessed via Condowie Road which is
convenient if you are coming from the Mebbin
camping area.
National Parks have removed the sign indicat-
ing the start of the walk, to discourage use.
Look for steps up the embankment on the right
hand side of the road. The track is rough and
narrow but easy to follow. Don’t take any risks.

Time: 4-5 hours return.
Grade 4: A steep walk on a good track. The
last few hundred metres are steep and rocky,
assisted by a chain (which some people ﬁnd
‘scary’). Start the walk well before noon in the
winter months to avoid ﬁnishing in the dark.
Physically demanding, 8.8 km return.
Map: Mount Warning, page 15.
Features: Giant subtropical and temperate
rainforest trees. Occasional glimpses of The
Sisters, The Pinnacle and Clarrie Hall Dam
on the way up. There are extensive, 360˚ views
from the summit of Mount Warning, the
central plug of an ancient volcano. Pick a clear
day with high clouds if you want to enjoy the
view. Thousands of people each year climb
this mountain in the pre-dawn darkness to
watch the sunrise. Mount
Warning is reputed to be
the ﬁrst place on mainland
Australia to catch the rays
of the sun.
Out of respect for
Bundjalung law and culture
the Bundjalung ask that
you consider choosing not
to climb Mount Warning.
One of the many views from
the top of
Mount Warning
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Directions: Commence the walk from the
Breakfast Creek Picnic Area at the end of
Mount Warning Road, off The Murwillumbah
Road, north of Uki.
The track leads off to the left and meanders
up this very steep
mountain. The
temperature drops
as you ascend. In
the summer months
you will probably
need to drink 2
litres of water, or
more. Near the top
the walker is faced
with a steep pitch
up a rocky cliff. A
chain ‘handrail’ on
steel poles can be
used to negotiate
this section. There
are a number of
lookouts with inter-
pretive signs at the
summit.

Mount Warning was named in 1770 by Captain
Cook because after passing it, the Endeavour was car-
ried perilously close to the rocky shoals of Point Danger.
Mount Warning is a sacred place for men only.
The sacred spirit of the place is
gungunguddaba the scrub turkey.
One legend tells of long ago
when the scrub turkey could ﬂy
much further than it can today.
One turkey ﬂew from Mount
Brown after being scared by a
much larger bird. The turkey
ﬂew all the way to the top of
Mount Warning, where he was
wounded in the head by a spear
from a warrior. At the top of the
mountain there is a bend where
the spear hit the turkey. That is
why the scrub turkey can only
ﬂy a short distance before having
to rest.
Some say that Mount Warn-
ing means ‘ﬁghting chief of the
mountains’. It also means cloud
catcher and weather maker. The
mountains, or their ancestral
spirits, were warriors, and the

Coming down from the summit of Mount Warning

15

thunder and lightning observed on the mountains were
thought to be due to the ﬁghts the warriors conducted.
Scars on the mountains caused by landslides were
considered to be wounds obtained in battle.
Mount Warning is also inhabited by small fairy-like
creatures, who care for the trees and look after the moun-
tain. A women’s sacred site is near The Three Sisters at
the base of Mount Warning.
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Mount Cougal, east peak
Time: 4 hours..
Grade 4: Moderately-easy walking on a track,
which follows the tick-exclusion-fence on the
Queensland - NSW border. However the last
kilometre to the peak is steeply uphill, ﬁnishing
with a very steep climb on rocks (moderate
exposure) using tree roots for support. Total
height gained; 350 metres. Experienced and
ﬁt walkers only, 8.5 km return.
Map: Mount Cougal, page 17.
Features: Views south over the caldera to
Mount Warning and the Border Ranges.
Views to the north and east over the Cur-
rumbin Valley to the sea. Most of the walk
is through rainforest. The view from Mount
Cougal east peak is dramatic and spectacular.
Directions: From Murwillumbah drive
north for 10 km along Queensland Road
(which becomes Tomewin Road). Turn left
onto Garden Of Eden Road (narrow gravel
road), and follow it for 2.4 km to a car park
opposite a locked gate in the fence. The walk
commences here. Climb over the gate and
follow the fence west (on the Queensland
side) for 4 km. The going is easy except for
the ﬁrst few hundred metres which is steep
and overgrown. On approaching Mount
Cougal the track steepens to a heart-thump-
ing, steady, climb. The fence ends at a cliff
face.
From the end of the fence, as a side trip, you
can visit a remarkable cave that goes right
through the mountain.
To ﬁnd the cave continue uphill and slightly
to the right for about 40 metres to the base of
16

a cliff. Look for a crack in the cliff 2 metres
high and shoulder width, the mouth of the
cave. You can go in about 10 metres before the
passage narrows to an almost impossible crawl.
Light can be seen at the end of this squeeze,
showing that the cave passes right through the
mountain. A torch is a big help. After admiring
the cave go back down to where you left the
track.
From the end of the fence head right for
about 50 metres then climb up the rocky face
to the summit. There are plenty of tree roots
to hold on to, however this is no place for the
timid. From the top the views are excellent and
the peak of West Cougal can be seen nearby
(this peak is climbable, but more difﬁcult,
not recommended). Return along the same
route. The forest can be dark, so if you com-
menced this walk after mid-day, carry a torch.

The Cougal Cave
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Cougal is from the Bundjalung-Yugambeh dialect
“koggal”, meaning “the place where water falls down”.
There is an increase site for dingoes on Mount
Widgee. The 2 dingoes, Burrajahnee and Nineroogun,
chased a giant kangaroo from the Lamington Plateau to
Beaudesert. The Beaudesert people caught the dingoes
and cooked them. When the owners of the dingoes ar-
rived at Beaudesert they recovered the corpses and carried
them back to the Lamington Plateau, where they became
the stone dogs at the top of Widgee Falls, facing in
opposite directions. A version of this story says that the
twin peaks of Mount Cougal are the two dingoes.

The last hundred metres, ascending Mount Cougal
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Walk on Water
Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 1: Easy, level, walking on bush tracks
and elevated timber walkways, 1.1 km. In moist
conditions sections of this walk can be slippery
due to moss and mould on the path.
Map: Walk on Water, page 18.
Features: Picnic area, BBQ , Aboriginal
Museum, ceremonial bora ring, koalas, ferns,
paperbarks, she oaks, mangroves, vines and the
novelty of walking over the water and gazing
down on feeding ﬁsh and cruising stingrays.
Mosquitos and midges might be a problem at
times.
Directions: The walk starts at the Minjungbal
Aboriginal Cultural Centre car park on the
corner of Kirkwood Road East and Duffy
Street, South Tweed Heads. Walk through the
open part of the building between the museum
and the Cultural Centre. The track is well sign
posted and has a number of information boards
explaining what you will see. Turn right and
head for the bora ring. The track continues and
meets with the old Levee Bank Road. Towards
the end of this straight section, look out for the
turn off to the elevated walkway. This section is
the highlight of the walk, passing through and
over mangroves and the tidal river.
17

There are seats for contemplation, and viewing
platforms. The rest of the walk is through a
peaceful forest. Enjoy.
Minjungbal are a tribe of the Bundjalung, living on
the coast between Byron Bay and Pottsville.
Tweed was named by John Oxley in 1823 after
the Tweed River which, in part, divides England from
Scotland.
Ukerebagh is from the Bandjalung-Yugambeh dialect
chain word ‘ugerie’ meaning shellﬁsh or pippi.
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Map: Brunswick Heads, page 19.
Features: Bird life, ﬁsh and wildﬂowers. Prob-
ably the richest one kilometre walk on this part
of the coast. Coastal rainforest, mangroves,
sandy river and surf beaches, and a rock
training wall at the river entrance. Fishing and
swimming are a possibility (at your own risk).
Directions: The walk starts at the end of
North Head Road which can be accessed off
Strand Road, Ocean Shores (you will need
a map, just keep heading for the northern
breakwall). The track starts next to the toilet,
and passes through a section of coastal rain-
forest, ending at the river mouth. Walk along
the breakwall to experience the magic of the
river meeting the sea. Return along the same
route, or, walk along the beach to a sign ‘No
dogs past this point’ and head inland to the
point of commencement.
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Time: 1 hour.
Grade 2: Easy, level, walking on a ﬁre trail
and beach, 3 km return. This walk is not
sign posted.
Map: Brunswick Heads, page 19.
Features: Unspoilt beach, river mouth,
Njokvohcbm
Banksia, wattle, coast tea tree, paper bark,
Bcpsjhjobm
geebung, coral pea, bitou bush, mangroves,
Dvmuvsbm
Dfousf
echidna, kangaroo and lots of birds.
Directions: The walk starts at the surf club
at the end of South Beach Road, Brunswick
Cpsb
Xbml
Sjoh
Heads. Walk south, along the road, and you
33
211 will come to the locked gate at the start of
1
Ljslx
the Coast Fire Trail (which leads to Greys
ppe!S
Nfusft
pbe!F
btu
Lane, 7 km to the south).
One kilometre along this track you will see a
turn off on the right, ‘Oxbow Fire Trail’.
23
Turn right and walk 100m to enjoy views
over Simpsons Creek. Return to the Coast
Brunswick Heads
Fire Trail and take the track, nearly op-
Nature Reserve
posite, leading to the beach. Be aware that,
on the beach, you will be passing through a
Time: 30 minutes.
‘Dog Exercise Area’. Walk north along the
Grade 2: Easy walking on a sign posted path.
beach until you see a sign ‘23b’. You are now
Some beach walking, 1 km return.
level with the surf club and can take a short
18
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Brunswick River was discovered
in 1828 by John Rous in ‘HMS
Rainbow’ and he named it after Queen
Caroline of Brunswick.
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Cape Byron
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Time: Two hours, with rests and
sightseeing.
Grade 3: Mostly on paved tracks,
s
beach walking on sand, lots of
Csvotxjdl
steps up and down steep hills.
Ifbet
Some shade and sunny exposure.
Choose to go on a cloudy day with
Csvotxjdl
u
T pv
a breeze. The best time to do
Ifbet
this walk is when the whales are
migrating (May to September).
df
Tvsg
Binoculars make whale-watching
ssb
f
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f!U
i
much more interesting. A heart-
U
D
ot
p
thumping walk with terriﬁc views,
t
q
Xbml
Tjn
5.5 km.
35
Map: Cape Byron, page 20.
Features: Surﬁng, swimming,
snorkeling, canoeing, scrub turkeys
(on the beach), expensive real
estate, Aboriginal culture, rainfor-
est, lighthouse, museum, hang
gliders, cliff top views, beaches,
wildﬂowers, the most easterly point
on mainland Australia, sea birds,
dolphins, whale-watching and
Uzbhsbi!Obuvsf!Sftfswf
great photographic opportunities.
Directions: The walk starts
at Captain Cook’s Lookout off
Lighthouse Road. Follow the path
Tj n
downhill to Clarkes Beach and
qt po
t Dsffl
across the beach to The Pass. A
short detour up some steps to the
lookout is well worth while. Near
the road is an information board
explaining how the area was used
by aboriginal people in the past.
cut back to the start. It is more interesting to
The walk continues through Palm Valley (the
continue walking north along the beach to the
Palm Valley Loop is a quick and interesting
rock training wall at the mouth of the Bruns-
side-trip). At Wategos Beach it is more pleas-
wick River. Head upstream, past the ‘Radio
ant to walk on the beach, rather than Marine
Base’ and through Venture Park to the point of
Parade. Eventually you will ﬁnd yourself at the
commencement.
bottom of the big climb up to the Lighthouse,
be
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(the side trip out to the rocks at the eastern end
of Little Wategos Beach is an easy stroll).
After passing the lighthouse, follow the road
downhill past a parking area and pick up the
track that leads to the hang glider launch-
ing platform. This track continues through
bushland, ﬁnally emerging on to a road and
Captain Cook’s Lookout.
Cape Byron was named after Vice-Admiral John
Byron by Captain James Cook.
Wategos Beach was named after the Watego family
who grew bananas and vegetables in the area.
Julian Rocks According to legend a jealous husband
threw his spear at the canoe of his wife and her lover.
The canoe broke in two and sank. The back and the
front of the canoe stuck out of the water, creating the
rock formation 2.5km offshore.
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Tallow Beach
Time: 50 minutes return.
Grade 1: Easy track and beach walking, 1.7
km return.
Map: Tallow Beach, page 21.
Features: Coastal heath, wildﬂowers and lots
of bird life, surrounded by expensive real es-
tate. Unpatrolled beach. The Arakwal National
Park is home to the threatened Wallum Froglet
and Wallum Sedge Frog as well as the Pied
Oystercatcher. Green Turtles and Loggerhead
Turtles lay their eggs on Tallow Beach.
Directions: The walk starts at the end of
Scott Street, in front of the Oasis Resort.
Follow the track down to the beach, crossing a
ﬁre trail half way. On reaching the beach look
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Tallow, for soap and candle
making, was made by melting
the harder sections of animal
fat. Like cedar it was a
valuable cargo, and it is the
loss of such cargo, following
a shipwreck, that gave Tallow Beach its name. The
ship was ‘The Volunteer’.

Up
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around so that you can
identify this spot again
for the return journey.
Head south down
the beach until Tal-
low Creek is met with.
Return along the same
route. The walk can be
lengthened by returning
via Ocean Trail or even
walking north to the end
of Tallow Beach at the
base of Cape Byron.
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Broken Head to
Whites Beach
Time: 2 hours 30 minutes.
Grade 5: Difﬁcult walking and rock-hopping,
on and off track, 3-6 km (depending if you
drive or walk back). Experienced and ﬁt walk-
ers only.
Map: Broken Head Nature Reserve, page 23.
Features: Rugged, spectacular coastal views.
Subtropical littoral rainforest, beaches and
seabirds. A real adventure.
Directions: If possible, leave a vehicle at the
ﬁnish, (the car park sign posted 4B, behind
Brays Beach). That way you will not have to
walk back to the start along Seven Mile Beach
Road. The walk is easier at low tide.
Reference numbers, referred to here, are
marked on the Broken Head Nature Reserve
map.
1. The walk commences at the car park next
to the Broken Head Caravan Park. This is
the ‘Two Sisters Walking Track’ and is well

marked and sign posted.
2. Steep descent with made steps.
From this point on there are few tracks
and only experienced bushwalkers should
attempt to walk further around the coast.
3. No beach access at half to full tide or if sand
is eroded. There is a very rough track above the
low level rocks that is passable at all tides. At
low tide this section is very easy.
4. Well made track to car park.
5. Kings Beach is a nudist beach, frequented
mostly by men.
6. Easy access along rocks at all tides.
7. Small beach with sand, pebbles and boul-
ders.
8. Old disused steep slippery track. Ignore.
9. Easy access along the rocks at all tides.
10. Small beach, mostly pebbles and boulders.
11. Follow the rocks around to Brays Beach
(recommended). Alternatively there is a rough
track over the headland. Initially a steep climb
from the beach. An old disused track follows
up the ridge to the road. Slight height exposure
21

along top of cliffs, (avoids a long stretch of rock
hopping below, which is passable).
12. If you use the track then there is a very
steep rough slippery descent to Brays Beach.
13. Follow the track to the car park 5B. The
track is initially very steep from the beach.
There is a small gully and easy rock scramble
at the start up from the beach.
20. From the car park, 5B, walk the few metres
to 4B and follow the track to the headland
north of Whites Beach where the views are
excellent. This is as far as the prudent walker
should venture.
Walk back to the car park at 4B and either
return along the same route or walk along the
road to the start of the walk (much easier).
Additional track notes for those who
would like to explore more of the coast
(difﬁcult and potentially dangerous).
14. The end section of the beach is not pass-
able at 1/2 to full tide or if the beach is eroded.
15. A chute in the rocks, 30 m from the south
end of beach. Not passable at half to full tide.
A rock scramble required to cross the chute,
more difﬁcult north to south than south to
north.
16. It is possible to rock hop around the base
of the cliffs, once past the chute. The high level
track 17 can be accessed at 18.
17. Rough track along top of cliffs. Moder-
ate height exposure. The track is not clearly
deﬁned and there are a number of options. It
branches off the main track (13) about half
to three quarters the way up the steep initial
section. Generally head south-east back down
to top of cliffs.
18. Track drops down at a valley/gully close to
water line. Track is now more clearly deﬁned.
19. Well deﬁned track on grassy headland.
Great viewpoint. Check access along Whites
Beach from headland before descending (refer
22).
20. Track to car park at road. Track sign-post-
ed 4B at road.
21. Steep rough slippery descent to Whites
Beach. There are 3 descent tracks. The best is
the most eastern.
22. Cliff projection into Whites Beach. Not
22

passable at half to full tide or if the beach is
eroded (see photo page 24).
23. Track to car park at road. Track marked 3B
and “Whites Beach Track” at road. Approx.
300 m along road from car park at 4B & 5B to
car park at 3B.
24. Rough track along top of cliff. Overgrown,
not easy to ﬁnd north to south. Joins track 26
just west of the highest track (26) spot on Jews
Point.
25. Very difﬁcult rock scramble around the ﬁrst
point at the south end of Whites Beach. Access
not possible from south end of beach to rocks
at half to full tide or if beach is eroded. Once
past the ﬁrst point there is an easy rock scram-
ble up Jews Point. Not passable around rocks at
the base of Jews Point
26. Track to road. There is no car park at
the road. The start of the track at the road is
not obvious. It is located approx. 320 m from
Whites Beach track (3B). There is a climb up a
low embankment alongside the road.
27. Steep slippery grassy exposed descent on
the south side of the nose of Jews Point. Not
recommended north to south.
28. Steep descent down a narrow gully to a
rocky cove. The start of the descent off track
26 is approximately 40 m west of the highest
track (26) spot on Jews Point. Access around
rocks to Seven Mile Beach is OK.
29. Rough track above a small rocky cove and
thence to Seven Mile Beach. Alternative to 28.
30. Beach walk to end of road.
Two Sisters Rocks. Two sisters were swimming
off Broken
Head when one
was caught in a
strong current.
The other sister
swam out to help
and both were
drowned. Their
bodies turned to
stone, now seen
as two offshore
rocks (Cocked
Hat Rocks).
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Kings Beach Track,
700m return. The track
commences at the Kings
Beach Car Park and
passes through coastal
rainforest. Kings Beach
is a nudist beach, fre-
quented mostly by men.
Return along the same
path. 4 on map.
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Brays Beach, 700m
return. A rough track,
commencing from the
car park at 5B, leads
down to Brays Beach.
Return along the same
route. 13 on map.
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Whites Beach, 600m
return. The track com-
mences at the car park
at 3B and follows many
steps down to Whites
Beach. 23 on map.
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Short Walks
in the Broken
Head Nature
Reserve
Two Sisters Track,
1km return. Commences
at the Broken Head
Caravan Park. This dra-
matic cliff-top walk ends
at the lookout platform
opposite ‘Two Sisters
Rocks’. Return by the
same route. 1 on map.
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low tide. The walk starts at the Hind Dune Fire
Trail, 700m back from the Lookout. Follow the
ﬁre trail around the headland and after about
700m leave it and head for the beach along a
cleared ﬁre break. Follow the beach south to
the mouth of Salty Lagoon. Return along the
same route.
Four kilometres north of Evans Head is Salty Lagoon.
The spirit heroine Gaungun (a seducer of men) ﬂew
from Woodenbong and became a black rock on the
beach near Salty Lagoon. Gaungun was tall and slim
with long ﬂowing hair and beautiful hands with long
ﬁngernails. She roamed the area from Wardell to Salty
Lagoon at night and lured men into the sea or the
Lagoon. Sometimes she would appear as a light over her
territory.

28
Broadwater Lookout
to Salty Lagoon
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Time: 4 hours return.
Grade 2: Easy walking on a ﬁre trail
and sandy beach. Some climbing up and
down slabs of coffee rock, 10km return.
Can be very hot and dry in the summer
months, carry plenty of water. There
is nearly always a cooling breeze at the
waters edge. The beach is accessible to
4-wheel-drive vehicles from the Evans
Head end, so it is possible to get picked
up or dropped off at Salty Lagoon.
Map: Salty Lagoon, page 24.
Features: Some coastal wildﬂowers
on the ﬁre trail. Coffee rock sculptures
and ﬂotsam on the beach. Expect to
see plenty of bird life, white-bellied sea
eagle, nankeen kestrel, whistling kite,
tern, gull and oystercatcher. Pied oyster-
catchers nest on the sand south of Salty
Lagoon and walkers are required not
to linger so as to keep disturbance to a
minimum. Cooling off in the surf is pos-
sible, but you do so at your own risk as
help is a long way off. Swimming in Salty
Lagoon is not recommended because
the water quality may be affected by the
sewage works.
Directions: Most of the route of this
walk can be seen from Broadwater
Headland Lookout. Walking on the
beach is much easier between half and
24
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the houses and on to a track that
leads to the beach. On the coast,
head south and climb the head-
land at the southern end of Red
Hill Beach. Here you will be able
to see Chinaman’s Beach and
Goanna Headland to the south.
Retrace your steps and follow the
coastline around, just above the
rocks, almost to where the houses
begin. Make your way up the
hill to the track that you started
on. This strip of coastline has a
number of dramatic sea caves at
sea level.
Coffee rock on Evans Head Beach

Threatened shorebird nesting area

30
Goanna Headland

29
Dirrawong Reserve
Time: 1.5 hours.
Grade 3: Easy walking on overgrown tracks
with some off-track rock hopping and beach
walking. This is not a sign posted walk. The
scrub is low and you can see where you started
most of the time, 3km.
Map: Evans Head, page 26.
Features: Wildﬂowers (best August to No-
vember), birds, coastal scenery, swimming (not
patrolled, do so at your own risk), sea caves and
Aboriginal legends.
Directions: Park at Razorback Lookout, or at
the start of the walk, at the corner of Ocean
Drive and Wirraway Avenue. Head east behind

Time: 1.5 hours.
Grade 2: Easy walk on beaches, with some
rock hopping, and a stroll over a grassy head-
land, 3km return. Bring sunglasses, hat and
water. This walk is much easier when the tide is
less than 1 metre.
Map: Evans Head, page 26.
Features: Sandstone formations, proximity to
a bombing range, pandanus palms, sea birds,
ﬁshing and swimming (not patrolled, do so at
your own risk).
Directions: Commence at the car park at the
end of Chinaman’s Beach Road. Head down
to the beach and walk south to the rocks. If
the tide is very high there is a bypass over the
headland on a rough track. Follow the next
beach to Goanna Headland and pick up the
sandy track that takes you around the south
side of the headland. A track above the rocks
takes you to the northern tip of Goanna Head-
land. Walk down to the rocks at the waters
edge and wander back to the start of the walk.
Resist the urge to explore the beach south of
Goanna Headland. It is an active bombing
range.
25
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Gummi Garra Walk
Time: 1.5 hours.
Grade 1: Easy, level, walk on a well-sign
posted track, 4km.
Map: Evans Head, page 26.
Features: Wildﬂowers, rainforest, heath
land, birds, wildlife and river views. There are
information boards describing the scarred tree,
shell midden, kurrajong tree and Aboriginal
campsite.
Directions: Start at the end of Bundjalung
Street, 2.2km from Ocean Drive, (park entry
fee). A track crosses the creek and follows a
loop which brings you back to the car park at
the start.

The 3 brothers legend.
Long ago Birrung, with his 2 brothers, Mamoon and
Yarbirri, came to this land with their wives and children
in a great canoe from an island across the sea. As they
came near the shore a woman on the land made a song
that raised a storm which broke the canoe in pieces. All
26
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the occupants managed to swim ashore. This is how
‘the men’, the paigal black race, came to this land. The
pieces of the canoe are to be seen to this day as certain
rocks in the sea. One of the canoe pieces is here at
Goanna Headland. If anyone throws a stone and hits
a piece of the canoe, a storm will arise and the voices
of Birrung and his boys will be heard calling to one
another, amidst the roaring elements.
Gumbayngirr djurebil (goanna spirit increase
site), to bring rain, is centred at a site on Goanna Head-
land. When the ceremony was to be performed an elder,
accompanied by some senior men, approached the site.
He sang a song, and said words, asking the sacred being
to send rain. Then he threw stones at the site because
he could not get there himself. If a stranger does this
there will be a big ﬂood and a clever man will have to
be found to ask the spirit ‘in language’ to ease up. The
goanna’s tail runs south past Chinaman’s Beach. The
snake can be heard to hiss and the goanna thump its tail
during strong winds and swell.
Goanna Headland is believed to be the body of a
goanna that was called upon by a ‘weeum’ (clever man)
to protect a bird from a snake. During the chase, which
started from a hill near Bungwalbin, Dirawong was

33
Black Rocks wildﬂower walk
Time: 50 minutes.
Grade 1: Easy, level walk on roads and ﬁre
trails, 2km. Will be hot, dry and shadeless in
the summer.

Flying Duck Orchid
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Time: 3 hours.
Grade 2: Easy walk on sand, coffee rock and
tracks, 9km return. There is usually some water
on the track, which you will have to wade
through. Beach walking is easier at half to low
tide. If walking in the hot months, try to go
when there is a breeze. Take plenty of water, a
hat, sunscreen and sun glasses.
Map: Black Rocks, page 27.
Features: Sea-birds, coffee rock sculptures, a
sandy beach, wildﬂowers and a tea tree stained
creek. It is possible to paddle or row half of this
walk.
Directions: Make your way to the beach at
the vehicle access point at the south-eastern
corner of Black Rocks Camping area. Alter-
natively you can get access to the beach a few
hundred metres up the road at the designated
access point. The vegetated fore-dune is fenced
off to limit erosion.
Walk north along the beach to the mouth of
Jerusalem Creek. Do not be tempted to walk
any further north as it is an active bombing
range. Follow the creek south until you ﬁnd the
track. About one third the way back you have
a choice of two tracks. The one that hugs the
creek is more interesting. Eventually you come
to the boat ramp and a short length of track
takes you to the road and a walk through the
camping ground to the point of commence-
ment.
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Map: Black Rocks, page 27.
Features: Wildﬂowers in season (best months
August to November). A walk around the Black
Rocks Camping area.
Directions: This walk is not sign posted.
Commence at the south-eastern corner of
the Black Rocks Camping area, where 4X4
vehicles access the beach. Walk north on the
road behind the dunes, through the Black
Rocks Camping area. The road swings sharply
left and passes the turn-off to the foot-access-
only boat ramp on the right. Take the ﬁre trail
on the left. This is where the best wildﬂowers
are. The salt-laden air, poor sandy soil, severe
ﬁre regime and constant
slashing of this ﬁre
break has resulted in
low, tough woody plants
that nevertheless put
on a colorful display of
ﬂowers. Turn left when
you encounter the road
to return to the point of
commencement.

Ui

bitten on the head by the snake. When the goanna had
stopped to eat herbs, to kill the poison, the snake coiled
itself around in the river and formed Snake Island.
Dirawong then chased the snake out to sea and lay down
on the coast to await its return.
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turn around point, (although it is possible to
continue on to Shark Bay and even to Black
Rocks Camping Area). Return along the same
route. At Iluka Bluff continue 50 metres south
to a needle of rock below the Bluff for an inter-
esting view along Iluka Beach. A tramway was
built above the beach in the 1870’s to trans-
port stone from the headland to the harbour
breakwater at Iluka. Remains of the track can
still be found.
Christmas Bells

34
Iluka Bluff Lookout
Time: 15 minutes return.
Grade 3: A steep walk up 98 steps to a look-
out, 500 metres return.
Map: Iluka Bluff, page 29.
Features: Views over beaches and rocky
headlands, south to the mouth of the Clarence
River and north to Evans Head. The routes
of the other two walks on the map can be seen
from this headland. Wildﬂowers in season.
Emu can sometimes be seen around the picnic
area.
Directions: The walk commences on the left
hand side of the information shelter at Iluka
Bluff Picnic Area (vehicle entry fee). Walk up
the headland and return along the same route.

35
Iluka Bluff to Woody Head
Time: 3 hours return.
Grade 2: An easy walk on sand and rock, 9 km
return.
Map: Iluka Bluff, page 29.
Features: Beautiful coastal landscapes.
Sandstone formations, wildﬂowers, shore birds,
Pandanus Palms, wallabies and emu. Fishing
and swimming (unpatrolled).
Directions: From the Iluka Bluff Picnic Area
walk down to the beach and follow it north to
Frazers Reef. Walk along Back Beach to Woody
Head Camping and Picnic Area. This is the
28

36
Iluka Rainforest
Time: 2 hours return.
Grade 1: Well graded, easy walk, on a formed
track, 4 km return.
Map: Iluka Bluff, page 29.
Features: World Heritage Rainforest, bird
watching. Rainforest plants and trees, mixed
with salt-tolerant species such as Banksia and
Tuckeroo.
Directions: The walk starts from the west-
ern side of the Iluka Bluff Picnic Area. A
well marked track runs roughly parallel to
the beach, ending at an information shelter
in Long Street. Return along the same track.
Alternatively you can commence the walk at
Long Street. “Iluka” is believed to mean ‘near
the sea’.
In the Dream time an elderly woman (Durrangan)
fought with her niece’s husband (Balugan) over some
food. Balugan had stolen her food so she hid his drinking
water. Durragan had to hide from the stronger Balugan
in a big ﬁg tree. Balugan brought down a storm and
ﬂood which tore the tree from the ground and swept it to-
wards the sea. It carved what is now called the Clarence
River. At times the tree would try to grip the earth, only
to be uprooted and swept further downstream, at each
place creating a waterfall. Finally the tree was carried
into the ocean where Durragan left it only to be instantly
turned into a
rocky outcrop
which still
stands at the
mouth of the
Clarence.
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Kunghur Flying Fox

Time: 7 hours (or 2 day walk).
Grade 5: A walk on a disused, overgrown
road. Some thick bush may be encountered,
i
Xppez!Ifbe
18.5km return. Experienced walkers only, this
Dbnqjoh!'
track is no longer maintained by National
Qjdojd!Bsfb
Parks.
Map: Kunghur Flying Fox, page 30.
Cvoekbmvoh
Features: A longish walk through an area
Cbdl!Cfbdi
Obujpobm!Qbsl
Qjdojd!Bsfb
logged until 1982, when local protesters blo-
caded the road resulting the area being made
into a National Park. The ﬂying fox was built
in 1948 to lower the logs down the moun-
tain to the Kunghur sawmill. The cable was
Gsb{fst
1.6km long and much of the timber structure
Sffg
has survived. The rainforest is full of life.
Qjdojd
Gsb{fst!Sffg
Bsfb
Expect to see (or hear) pademelons, possums,
lyrebirds, scrub turkey, wampoo pigeons and
Kpiotp
cat bird. When the ground is wet there will be
ot
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leeches. There is no water.
Ljmpnfusf
Directions: The walk begins 400 metres
Jmvlb!Cmvgg
Qjdojd!Bsfb
downhill from the towers at the top of Mount
Hpmg
Dpvstf
Nardi, on Newton Drive.
Jmvlb!Cmvgg
The Pholis Walk Circuit also begins here.
Xbml
46
Head down the old logging road to Pholis
Xbml Xbml
Lookout, 2km. From the lookout turn left
Jmvlb
47
45
along the continuation of the old road
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(Googarna Road) and follow it for 7 km. A
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map is not of much use as the bush is so thick
sf h
fu
Bddftt!Spbe
and no landmarks can be identiﬁed. The im-
ª!Njdibfm!Tnjui!3121
portant thing is to stay on the old road, which
is heavily overgrown. Keep an eye out for the
timber structure which is the remains of the
ﬂying fox. Return along the same route. Take
a torch in case you are late returning.
If you have chosen to do this walk over two days
you can continue on for another 45 minutes to
a dramatic lookout on a rocky knob overlooking
Sphinx Rock and Blue Knob. This should be as
far as you go before going back to the ﬂying fox to
camp (no campﬁres, stoves only). For experienced
walkers it is possible to walk over the spire which
lies to the east of Sphinx Rock and walk across
a grassy web, a few metres wide, to the base of
Sphinx Rock (dangerous). The Bundjalung prefer
that you keep away from Sphinx Rock as there is a
Emu at Iluka Bluff Picnic Area
sacred site nearby.
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Kunghur is believed to be from the Aboriginal
word for ‘to collect or to gather together’. The
proper form of word was probably ‘kunghah’,
the name being given to a mountain where
Aborigines were sent to round up cattle that had
strayed. Also that name refers to the way the hills
contain the area. Also from the Bandjalung-Yu-
gambeh dialect chain word ‘kunga’ to call out.
Blue Knob is said to be a corruption of the
Aboriginal name, ‘boolooi nahl’, meaning the
dark side of the mountain.

Remains of the Kunghur Flying Fox

38
Pholis Gap

Sphinx Rock

30

Time: 1.5 hours return.
Grade 2: A formed track with a
few rough sections, easy, 4 km re-
turn. The drop in elevation between
Mount Nardi and the lookout is 200
metres.
Map: Mount Nardi, page 31.
Features: The walk starts in a sub-
tropical rainforest, featuring large
buttressed trees and woody vines,
and later passes through a drier for-
est of grass trees and New England
Blackbutt. Pholis Gap Lookout
offers views of Mount Warning and
surrounding valleys. There are usu-
ally plenty of leeches on this walk.

Directions: A-B-F-B-A on the map. The walk
starts at the Mount Nardi Picnic Area. You
plunge straight away into dense, dark forest. Six
hundred metres down this track, (which is also
the Mount Matheson Circuit), turn left on to
the Pholis Gap walk which ends at the lookout.
From here return along the same route.
It is also possible to return from the lookout
along the remains of Googarna Road which
takes you to Newton Drive, then it is 300 me-
tres uphill along the road to Mount Nardi. The
bush is more degraded on this old logging road
and the ﬁnish is on bitumen. Some details of
this option are shown on the ‘Kunghur Flying
Fox’ map, page 30.

39
Mount Matheson Circuit
Time: 1 hour return.
Grade 2: Easy, 3 km return.
Map: Mount Nardi, page 31.
Features: An easy walk in an impressive,
logged, rainforest, 800 metres above sea level.
There are usually plenty of leeches on this
walk.
Directions: A-B-C-E-D-A on the map. The
walk starts at the Mount Nardi Picnic Area.
The track junctions are sign posted as you walk
around Mount Matheson.

40
Pholis Gap was named after Athol Pholis, an
Aboriginal, who was killed by a falling tree in the course
of his work in this area. He was driving a bulldozer,
snigging logs, at the time.
Matheson. This mountain is named after Govern-
ment Surveyor G Matheson of the Clarence Roads
District, who surveyed a track over the Nightcap Range
(probably in the early 1870s).

Time: 6 hours return, not including rests.
Grade 4: Moderately difﬁcult, 300 metres
of elevation change, up and down, over 14
km. An ambitious walk for the experienced
bushwalker. Allow a whole day for this walk,
and stick to a pre-determined ‘turn-around-
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time’. Once past Mount Matheson, the track is
less used and there can be a number of small
navigational challenges getting around fallen
trees. The track is sign posted all the way.
Map: Mount Nardi, page 31.
Features: A walk through many forest types
on the edge of the Mount Warning Caldera.
Just before the rocks, there is a good view of
Mount Warning and surrounds. You are very
likely to see and hear lyrebirds. Mount Nardi is
‘up in the clouds’, 810 metres above sea level,
and because of the mist and fog the vegetation
and track are always wet. There are plenty of
leeches.
Directions: A-B-C-D-G-rocks-A on the
map. Note that this walk is sign posted as the
“Nightcap Track” (an 18km, 8 hour walk).
The walk starts at the Mount Nardi Picnic
Area and is part of both the Pholis Gap Walk
and the Mount Matheson Loop Walk. At C the
signpost indicates a left turn on to the Mount
Matheson Loop. This is optional and I recom-
mend continuing straight ahead to D. From
D on the track is less used and rougher. Three
kilometres into the walk you will ﬁnd yourself
on an old logging road which will take you
all the way to Dirangah Rocks. It is downhill
all the way to G where a signpost seems to

indicate that you leave the road and plunge
into the bush. Instead turn left and follow the
road uphill. A few hundred metres before
you reach the rocks you will ﬁnd yourself on a
narrow part of the edge of the Mount Warn-
ing Caldera. On the right is the Terania Creek
Basin and to the left the Tweed River catch-
ment. A lookout here reveals Mount Warning,
and to the left of it Brummies Lookout. A little
down the track Dirangah Rocks suddenly jump
up on the left side of the track. This is the turn
around point.
As an option you could continue on to the
Nightcap Track, this section is a bit rougher
and steeper and will add another 3 km (return)
to the walk, see map on page 40.

41
Protestor Falls
Time: 45 minutes return.
Grade 2: An easy walk 1.4 km return. Well
sign posted. Some slippery rocks near the falls.
Map: Terania Creek Basin, page 33.
Features: Cool rainforest, Bangalow Palms,
beautiful creek scenery and a waterfall. Swim-
ming is not permitted in the area as it is home
to the endan-
gered Fleay’s
Barred Frog.
Directions:
The First
few hundred
metres of this
walk are on a
raised board
walk. After
the creek
is crossed
continue
upstream to
the falls.

Terania
Creek
Basin
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Time: 2 hours return. A-B-C-D-
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E-G-A on the map.
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Grade 5: This walk is not main-
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tained by National Parks and
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there are no sign posts. Expect an
overgrown track, which, in places,
can be difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Suitable
sf
ojb D
for conﬁdent, experienced walk-
sb
ers only. Easy walking and gentle
grades (except for the track down
to Circle Pool), mostly on old log-
ging trails, 2.5 km return.
D
Ufsbojb
Map: Terania Creek Basin, page
33.
Dsffl
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Features: A post-logging,
Cbtjo
naturally-regenerating rain forest.
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Beautiful creek-scapes. This is the
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site of a logging protest in 1979
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Gspn
sulting in the area being declared
Uif!Diboopo
a National Park. Protesters Falls
was named in their honour.
steep, but short. Once at the creek you will ﬁnd
Directions: The walk starts
a number of waterfalls, swimming pools, cas-
at the picnic area at the end of Terania Creek
cades and spa pools, a true water wonderland
Road. From the picnic shelter, next to the toilet
in the rainforest. Return along the same route.
block, head directly to the creek, avoiding any
fenced-off regeneration areas. Cross the creek
Terania is from Gidhabal jara:ny for frog (generic) or
(very slippery) and ﬁnd the track that follows an
from Gidhabal yiri:ny for ‘small tree frog’ and trans-
old road. After 250 metres the track crosses the
lates to ‘a great place for frogs’ .
creek again at an old bridge, B. Keeping
the creek on your left, follow it upstream
for 60 metres where a side creek joins the
main creek (note this side creek actu-
ally ﬂows away from the main creek).
Cross this side creek and climb the bank
which is about 1.2 metres high (point C
on the map). From here follow a track
which leads up the hill. Over the next
600 metres two old, fallen down, bridges
are crossed. At D take the track which
leads off to the left. After 100 metres
there is a Y-intersection (E), turn left and
follow a steep track down to Circle Pool
on Terania Creek G. The track is very
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pontoon bridge and walk uphill through the
picnic area to the start.
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Cedar Walk
Time: 50 minutes.
Grade 2: An easy walk through a mixture of
forest types, 2.3km.
Map: Rocky Creek Dam, page 35.
Features: Views over the Rocky Creek Dam
catchment, regenerated rainforest and a planta-
tion of Pencil Cedars.
Directions: A-B-C-A on the map. From the
Rocky Creek Dam Picnic Area, follow the road
downhill, crossing the dam wall and the spill-
way. There are times when it is not possible to
cross the spillway. The track circles around on
an old road, ﬁnishing at the picnic area.

45
Circle Pool, Terania Creek

43
Platypus Walk
Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 1: An easy walk on a sign posted,
formed track. Some walking uphill and
downhill. A ‘wobbly’ pontoon bridge has to be
crossed. 1.5km.
Map: Rocky Creek Dam, page 35.
Features: Views over the Rocky Creek Dam
catchment, rainforest species, water lilies and
the chance of seeing a platypus. You are more
likely to see platypus in the early morning or
just before dark.
The picnic facilities are excellent. If you only
have time for one walk, this is the one to do.
Directions: The walk starts at the Rocky
Creek Dam Picnic Area, where you are likely
to ﬁnd brochures on this and other walks in
the Rous Water Rainforest Reserve. Follow the
road downhill to the dam wall. Cross the dam
wall and look out for the turn-off on the left
for the Platypus Walk before the spillway, B on
the map. The track leads downhill, following a
fence, to a board walk from which you may be
lucky to see a platypus in the creek. Cross the
34

Scrub Turkey Walk
Time: 1 hour, one way.
Grade 2: An easy downhill walk through a
mixture of big scrub rainforest, re growth and
regeneration, 3km one way.
Map: Rocky Creek Dam, page 35.
Features: Plenty of birds, animals and plant
species. The walk starts in a dry eucalypt forest
of large ﬂooded gums and tallow wood. Stran-
gler ﬁgs move in to support the older trees in
their decline. There is then a gradual transition
to rainforest.
Directions: If you can arrange to have a ve-
hicle left at the ﬁnish, Rocky Creek Dam Picnic
Area, then you only need do this walk in one
direction, D, C, B, A on the map.
The walk commences at the sign-board on
Gibbergunyah Range Road (unsealed), Point
D on the map. The track leads downhill to C.
From here you have a choice of routes. My
choice would be to continue to B and turn
right on to the Platypus Walk, ﬁnishing at the
Rocky Creek Dam Picnic Area.
If you cannot arrange transport, then I sug-
gest you do the walk from D to C to D (4km
return), then do the other walks from the Picnic
Area.
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Rous: named after Henry John Rous (1795-1877),
Naval Ofﬁcer and early pioneer of the Northern Rivers.
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Big Scrub Loop
Time: 30 minutes.
Grade 2: Easy, 1.5 km.
Map: Rocky Creek Dam, page 35.
Features: A walk through the largest remain-
ing area of Big Scrub lowland subtropical
rainforest left. Lots of plant species and birds.
There are some lawyer vines reaching on to the
track.
Directions: From Rocky Creek Dam Road,
drive down Gibbergunyah Range Road (un-
sealed and narrow) to the small sign board at
the start of the walk. The car parking area is
small. The track is crudely formed and may be
obscured in places by fallen branches.

47
Boggy Creek Walk
Time: 45 minutes one way. F-E on the map.
Grade 1: An easy level walk along the banks
of Boggy Creek, 2 km one way.
Map: Minyon Falls, page 36.
Features: Lush rainforest and a chance to cool
off at the waterfalls and pools in the creek.
Directions: The track links the camping area
at Rummery Park and the day use area at
Minyon Falls, via Boggy Creek.
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Condong Falls
Time: 3 hours.
Grade 2: An easy walk on a good, sign posted
track, 4 km.
Map: Minyon Falls, page 36.
Features: The walk starts with a breath-taking
view from the top of Minyon Falls and contin-
ues along the top of the escarpment through
36
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a dry eucalypt forest with lots of wildﬂowers.
The last section, on ﬁre trails, passes through
patches of Black Wattle and Cyprus Pine. The
pool above Condong Falls is an ideal place for
rest and reﬂection. Swimming (getting wet,
cooling off) is also a possibility.
Directions: E-C-D-E on the map. From the
Minyon Falls picnic area walk 100 metres to
the lookout above Minyon Falls. Follow the
board walk 50 metres upstream until a series

of stepping stones is seen crossing the creek
on your left. After crossing, the track follows
the top of the cliff. There are views of the
falls from this track but approaching the cliff
edge for a better look is very risky. After about
1.3 kilometres it is necessary to leave this, the
Minyon Loop Track and turn right (at C) on
to the track leading to Condong Falls (formerly
known as Quandong Falls). After about 300
metres a ﬁre trail is met (D) and it is neces-
sary to turn left for a short walk down to the
creek and the top of the falls. Return along
Quandong and Minyon Fire Trails. Minyon
Fire Trail intersects the walking track near the
top of Minyon Falls. Turn left to return to the
start.

Minyon Falls Road, which is a bit dull in
comparison with the glorious rain forest. By
organising vehicles you can avoid walking this
section.
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Minyon Grass to the plunge pool
Time: 2 hours return, plus extra for sightsee-
ing. A-B-A on the map.
Grade 4: A steep walk on a good, sign posted
track, 4 km return. Some slippery rocks in the
creek bed. A heart-thumping uphill return.
Map: Minyon Falls, page 36.
Features: Huge rainforest trees, a rocky
creek in a palm-ﬁlled gorge and a deep, cool
plunge pool at the bottom of the 97 metre high
Minyon Falls. An inspiring place to spend some
time.
Directions: From the Minyon Grass picnic
area walk 30 metres to the lookout where you
get a front-on view of Minyon Falls, 1 kilometre
distant. Follow the zig-zag track downhill until
it starts to cross the creek that ﬂows from the
falls. Stay on this side of the creek and follow it
upstream to the bottom of the falls, about 150
metres. There is no track and the going can
be challenging, with big boulders and slippery
rocks. The plunge pool is pure magic. Be aware
that the lookout at the top of Minyon Falls is
directly above, and anything that falls will be
a danger to yourself. Return along the same
route.
An alternative is to do the Minyon Loop Walk
A-B-C-E-A, 7.5 kilometres, 4.5 hours. This
route includes a 1.2 kilometre section along

The top of Condong Falls

Minyon Falls
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Minyon: the ﬁrst postmistress, Mrs. Florence Reid,
mis-heard the local name for the area, ‘Minon’ and
when asked to suggest a name for the new post ofﬁce
proposed ‘Minyon’, which she said meant high and lofty.
From this name came the name of the falls.
Condong is the Bundjalung word for the purple or
blue ﬁg tree.
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Wanganui Gorge
Time: 2 hours return.
Grade 4: Partly on a road and the rest on a
rough track with slippery boulders, 3 km re-
turn. Some leeches. For the moderately adven-
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Tom Rummery was a supporter of re afforestation
in the area.
Peates Mountain was named after two brothers, Jack
and Jim Peate, who cut timber around the mountain.
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Time: 2.5 hours return.
Grade 4: A formed track which climbs steadily
uphill 270 metres, 6km return. Two old, rotten,
slippery, low-level bridges need to be crossed
(with great caution). NPWS consider this track
closed and have removed the sign at the start.
Map: Rummery Park, page 38.
Features: A walk through logged areas, plan-
tations and rainforest. In past years this walk
was known as the ‘Historic Nightcap Track’.
Directions: The walk commences at the end
of the car park on the north-western side of
Rummery Park Camping Area, just before the
gate and opposite the hut. Walking along the
track you will cross several overgrown logging
roads. The ﬁrst bridge is encountered after
200 metres. It is little more than a log with the
top ﬂattened, mossy, slippery and rotten. The
next bridge is about 1 km into the walk and is
in much the same condition. There are track
markers along the route which gradually climbs
Peates Mountain. Return along the same route
or walk down Peates Mountain Road.
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Rummery Park
to Peates Mountain
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turous as the track has little or no maintenance.
Map: Wanganui Gorge, page 39.
Features: A dense rainforest featuring lots of
Bangalow Palms. Coopers Creek is a peaceful,
beautiful and jolly landscape. There are lots of
pythons in this forest.
Directions: The walk starts at the end of Up-
per Coopers Creek Road (off Coopers Creek
Road, Repentance Creek). Here you will ﬁnd
a gate and possibily a sign indicating that the
walk is closed. This is because the track is not
maintained and nobody wants to take respon-
sibility for its condition. Walk 500 metres up
the road and follow a track to the right of the
house. Please respect private property. Cross
a creek, above the waterfall, and turn right
through a ‘maze’ type of cattle-proof fencing.

Time: 4 hours return.
Grade 3: An easy, energetic walk on a
good sign posted track, 12 km return.
Some slippery rocks and leeches.
Map: Nightcap Bluff, page 40.
Features: Rainforest re growth in a
previously logged area. Extensive views
of Clarrie Hall Dam, Mount Warning
and the hinterland behind Byron Bay
Lighthouse. The route is along part of
the historic Nightcap Track, a packhorse
mail route between the Richmond and
Tweed Valleys.
Directions: Before going to this area
check with National Parks to see if there
are any road or track closures. The walk
starts at the intersection of Peates Moun-
tain Road and North Rocks Road in the
Nightcap National Park. Peates Mountain
Road can be rough and washed out be-
yond the Rummery Park Camping Area.
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‘Wanganui’ was originally the name of a property
owned by a James Newberry. Children visiting the
property named it. The name is a New Zealand place
name meaning `big harbour`.
It is said that Coopers Creek was named after Alec
Cooper, a cedar cutter working in that part of the district
in the early 1880s.
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A rough track follows this creek down to Coop-
ers Creek. Make a mental note of this spot (or
mark it) for your return journey back up this
side creek. Walk upstream for about 500 metres
to a sign on the bank of Coopers Creek that
says “Walking Track”. This is a great spot to sit
on the boulders in the creek and enjoy life. For
now the walk ends here, return along the same
route.
The sign indicates that the track continues up
the bank. You can see a bridge and some steps.
This section of the walk was constructed a long
time ago and has not seen any maintenance.
The truly persistent can try to follow the track
uphill to a road which is also overgrown and
runs the length of Wanganui Gorge. This dis-
used road is the original Wanganui Gorge walk
and ends at Wanganui Road, Wilsons Creek.
That particular walk is 8.5 km return. Unless
someone has done a bit of clearing lately, it is
easy to follow (once on the road) but generally
too overgrown to be pleasurable.
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section. The track
narrows from
Directions: Commence the walk from the
a vehicle road
boat ramp at the top of the Dam wall. Here a
to a packhorse route, and after 4km you will
ﬁre trail follows the edge of the water, up-
arrive at a sign posted track intersection. The
stream. A couple of ﬁre trails branch off uphill
Nightcap Bluff Lookout is on a knoll about 30
to the left, ignore them. Take the second ﬁre
metres away. This is the turnaround point. For
trail that branches right, (downhill). This track
a side trip, you can follow the track that leads
leads you to the water’s edge where you can
to Mount Nardi, for 20 minutes, to Dirangah
see the point of commencement. If you have
Rocks, see map page 31. Return along the
brought canoes and divided the walking party,
same route. The forest can be quite dark on
swap over and canoe back. Otherwise return
an overcast day so plan to ﬁnish the walk well
along the route marked on the map. This walk
before sundown.
is not sign posted.
Nightcap is said to be derived from ‘night camp’.
Clarrie Hall was a past Shire President who was
Gibbergunyah is said to be from ‘gibber’ for
instrumental in the building of the dam.
stone and ‘gunyah’ for hut, however the word is not
Bundjalung in origin.
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Burringbar Range Trail
Clarrie Hall Dam

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes.
Grade 2: Easy walking on ﬁre trails. 2.5km.
Map: Clarrie Hall Dam, page 41.
Features: Lots of rainforest plants, water
views and an opportunity to return by canoe. A
few leeches. Fishing in the dam and river.
40

Time: Three hours.
Grade 1: Easy walk on well-graded ﬁre trails.
Some hills, 9 km return.
Map: Burringbar Range Trail, page 41.
Features: Mountain, coastal and water views.
Burrawang palms, grass trees and ﬂooded
gums line the old logging trails in this section
of Mooball National Park. Keep a lookout for
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leaves (usually green) turn yellow and fall off.
The tree is then leaf-less for a few months. New
gold-colored leaves appear around September.
Directions: Cooradilla Road starts 200 metres
north of Bobs Lookout on the Old Paciﬁc
Highway, 11.8 km south of Murwillumbah.
Follow Cooradilla Road (unsealed) 1.3 km to its
junction with Baranbali Road. Leave your car
here and walk up Baranbali Road for 1.7 km
to a ‘T’ junction. Turn right and continue 400
metres. Turn right on to Wabba Road (these
roads are sign posted).
Follow Wabba road another 2.3 km until a
house is seen at the end of the road. This is the
end of the walk. Return along the same route.
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the giant red cedar tree in a rainforest gully,
covered with elkhorns and staghorns and sur-
rounded by tall palm trees. The
Australian Red Cedar is decidu-
ous which makes it easy to iden-
tify in the cold months. In July the
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Booyong Reserve
Time: One hour.
Grade 1: An easy level walk along a narrow,
winding track. Some fallen trees to negotiate.
Vegetation intrudes on to the track, including
the clinging lawyer vine, 1.2 km.
Map: Booyong Reserve, page 42.
Features: Big Scrub remnant, part of the
0.5% left. Lots of rainforest species, many
named. Occasionally ﬂying foxes camp here
during the day. Across the road is a peaceful,
old-fashioned country picnic area.
Directions: The reserve is on the northern
side of Booyong Road, 6km east of Clunes.
There is signage and a map at the commence-
ment of the walk. Simply walk the loop. There
is an additional short walk (200m return) com-
mencing a few hundred metres back towards
Clunes, A-B-A on the map. This walk features
a large Water Gum on the right and a scrub
turkey mound on the left. Turn back when you
reach the Wilsons River. This is the river that
ﬂows through Lismore and occasionally ﬂoods
the town.
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Booyong is named after the scrub timber called
Booyong.
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Mooball is from the Bandjalung-Yugambeh
dialect chain word ‘mobool’ the cane of a
lawyer vine.
Burringbar: Bundjalung ‘Burring’ for type
of long boomerang used as striking stick or
sword, not used for throwing. Sufﬁx -bar or
-bah means place of as in area where imple-
ments were made or where suitable wood is
found for boomerang making. Also: the place
of the Burrong (ﬁghting boomerang)’ from
Galibal.
Bob’s Lookout. Folklore has it that this
lookout was named after an Aboriginal named
Bob, who is said to have had keen eyesight.
When supply ships were overdue, Bob would
climb to his lookout high above a gully in the
Burringbar Ranges.
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Bora rings were used for initiation ceremonies and were
taboo to females and children. They consisted of a large
circle of raised earth about 22 metres in diameter and a
smaller ring about 80 metres away joined by a trench.
Prior to initiation boys would go walkabout for a period
with an elder to learn boundaries, topographical features,
ecological species, food sources, bush lore, hunting skills,
tribal mythology, customs and ethics. At the ceremony,
chest, back and arms were scarred to show tribal status.
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Tucki Tucki Bora Ring
Time: 10 minutes.
Grade 1: An easy walk on mowed grass,
100m.
Map: Tucki Tucki, page 43.
Features: Aboriginal Bora Ring, interpretative
signs, cemetery and a good chance of seeing a
koala in the trees surrounding the Bora Ring.
Directions: This is not really a bushwalk but
an interesting place to visit when in the area.
Turn-off Wyrallah Road (it is sign posted). The
Bora Ring is just uphill of the cemetery.
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Tucki Tucki Nature Reserve
Time: 20 minutes.
Grade 1: An easy walk on a track mostly paved
with large stones. Tree roots have moved many
of these stones and care
is needed not to trip while
looking up for Koalas,
500m.
Map: Tucki Tucki, page
43.
Features: There is a good
chance of seeing a koala in
this reserve.
Directions: Koalas do not
try to hide, and are often
active in the day. Wander
slowly around the path and
include the unpaved track
to the north as well.

While at Tucki Tucki Bora Ring look north-west
towards the large towers on the top of Parrots Nest
Hill. Follow the ridge south to a scrubby knoll. This is
Goorambil.
Goorambil (meaning many hoop pines) is the
djurebil (increase site) of the Hoop Pine. At the top
of this hill was a stone arrangement owned by the
Wyrallah clan. Here a particular pine tree was used for
sorcery, a leaf plucked from the tree would be pointed
at the enemy, which would cause blood to run from the
enemy’s mouth. The ‘Hoop Pine Curse’ was put upon
offenders against tribal lore, or upon external enemies.
This site is now believed to be home to spirits that are
out of control and will harm anybody who approaches.
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Koala at the Tucki Tucki Bora Ring

58
Victoria Park
Time: 15 minutes return.
Grade 1: Elevated timber walkway suitable for
wheelchairs, very easy, 400m return.
Map: Tucki Tucki, page 43.
Features: Huge rainforest trees in a Big Scrub
Remnant. There are 152 recorded tree species
in this 17.5 ha reserve, as well as birds and
mammals.
Directions: There is a parking fee payable at
the picnic area. The track is well sign posted,
take your time.
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Along the banks of a river in Bundajalung country is
an area of special Black Bean trees, regarded as sacred
to the witches who guard them. If the beans of these
trees are eaten the punishment is death. Once a young
man saw these beans and decided they would be good to
eat. Despite knowing of the prohibition, he thought the
witches would not be looking, and he ate a bean from
the sacred trees. Straight away he became sick and soon
died. The beans are still sacred and in order that they
may not be mistaken for common beans the witches have
encased them in special pods.
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The Bundjalung had a Possum
Increase Site in Wilson Park
centred around a tree containing
many possums.
Even today groups go possum-
spotting here at night.
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Wilson Park
Time: 45 minutes.
Grade 2: Easy walking on a formed track.
Some steep sections, 1km.
Map: Wilson Park, page 45.
Features: All the sights, sounds and smell of

Xbml
6:

the bush 3km from the centre
of Lismore. Many trees are identiﬁed by name
plates, such as Strangler Figs, Stinging Tree,
Hoop Pine and the colourful Python Tree. This
19 ha reserve is full of native birds and animals
(including koalas).
Directions: Commence the walk from either
the reservoir tank off City View Drive, or the
intersection of Wyrallah Road and City View
Drive.

In the two years that it will take you

to complete the 59 walks in this book,
expect to see 5 snakes, but not be bitten.
You will recognise 200 Stinging Trees
without brushing against their leaves.
Fifty lawyer vines will detain you for a
while. Five ticks might bury into your
skin, and ten leeches could dine on your
blood, (many more if you don’t heed the
following advice).

Snakes

Many Australian snakes are venomous. A bite
can kill, or make you very ill. The best protec-
tion is to watch where you put your feet. Wear
stout shoes and strong clothing in country
where there may be snakes. Stomp on the
ground as you walk through long grass.
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Stinging Tree

In the rainforest there is a leaf that you must
avoid coming into contact with. The big (30 cm
across), leaves of the stinging tree, Dendrocnide
are covered in ﬁne hairs that are sharp, pointed
and brittle. When brushed these hairs break
and inject a small amount of very powerful
and irritating liquid. The pain is instant and
feels something like stinging nettles, or boiling
water. The ﬁne hairs can cause renewed pain
for up to two months after the initial sting. It is
important that you learn to recognise the leaves
of the Stinging Tree, which are large, heart
shaped and a lighter shade of green than most
other rain forest species. Even the dead leaves
on the ground have these stinging hairs.
If stung there is little you can do. A popular
cure is the juice from the Cunjevoi, Alocasia
macrorrhizos, a type of lily that usually grows
nearby. Cut the stem low down and squeeze
and brush the juice of the Cunjevoi on to the

Don’t put your hands in hollow logs or thick
grass without looking ﬁrst. A bite can occur
when you tread upon, or touch a retreating or
sleeping snake, which then responds to defend
itself. Most snake bites occur when people at-
tempt to kill them.
The chance of dying from snakebite is about
2 million to one. Be prepared by carrying two
elastic bandages and a mobile phone.
If bitten by a snake, place a broad constrictive
bandage over the site of the bite, ﬁrmly applied
as you would for a sprained ankle,
but not so tight that the blood sup-
ply is interfered with. The rest of the
limb is then bandaged, at the same
pressure, and rather than remov-
ing clothing it is better to bandage
over the top of clothing. The limb
is then immobilised using a splint.
The wound should not be washed
or cleaned, as this will interfere with
the venom detection test. Keep the
patient as still as possible. Seek
medical help. Transport should be
brought to the victim, rather than
taking the victim to the transport.
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sting. Keep this juice away
from the mouth, throat
and eyes. One method of
removing the stinging hairs
is to apply sticky tape (or
wax), peel it off and discard.
You could try ‘shaving’ the
area, or attempt to remove
the hairs with a leaf or piece
of bark.

This young Stinging Tree is
knee high

Lawyer Vine
(Wait-a-While)
For those of you who have not met the ‘wait-
a-while’ vine, Calamus muelleri, picture a dozen
grasping tendrils, a metre long, lined with
reverse-facing sharp hooks to entangle and
subdue you. The best strategy is to learn to
recognise the plant, and avoid walking into it.
Lawyer vine, like the Stinging
Tree, is very common in the
rainforest. It looks similar to
the Walking Stick Palm. Once
you are caught, it is best to pull
the tendrils in the direction
they grow, to release them. For
this, wearing leather gloves is
a big help and avoids loss of
blood. Some strong, heavy
people just wear tough cloth-
ing and bulldoze their way
through it. Wearing a hat helps protect the face
and hair. Long sleeve shirts and long trousers
are almost essential if you walk off track. Even
sticking to well maintained tracks is no protec-
tion. Lawyer vines grow many metres, eventu-
ally crossing the track. Parts of this plant have
ﬁne spines that penetrate the skin, then break
off. You will need tweezers to remove them.

Tick

You have an itch. When
scratching it you feel that
there is something embed-
ded in your skin. There is
a red swelling; you have
a tick, Ixodes holomale. Just
pull it out with a pair of
tweezers and get on with your life. The red
lump will stay hot and itchy for up to 2 weeks.
Ticks will sometimes wander over your body
for days before attaching. A shower with plenty
of soap and shampoo helps wash off the
wanderers. It is common for ticks to land on
your shirt and wander down inside your shorts,
biting you on the waist line. Ticks will attach
anywhere on your body, and you may need
help to remove them. They are more easily
seen on light-coloured clothing. Keep exposed
skin to the minimum. Avoid sitting on the
ground and brushing past bushes.
Life for the tick starts as one of 3000 eggs laid
by the female in January. On hatching, these
six legged larval ticks, now the size of a pin
head, climb up any available vegetation, hop-
ing to become attached to a passing animal. It
is probably a long and fruitless wait for most
of them. Those ticks lucky enough to ﬁnd their
ﬁrst host, dine on its blood for about 4 days,
then drop to the ground. This happens around
March. On moulting it climbs the vegetation
again, this time as an eight-legged nymph in
July. If lucky a second time, it will attach to
another animal and again drop to the ground
after a feast of blood. After shedding its skin,
it emerges as an adult and climbs the vegeta-
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tion again in October for a last, and for some
animals, most deadly meal of blood. The male
tick is harmless. Tick bites in humans are
rarely fatal. About 20 people died last century
in NSW from tick poisoning. The venom of the
tick is produced in its salivary glands. It acts as
an anticoagulant and contains a neurotoxin.
Ticks range in size from minute, to 2cm long
for an engorged female. The colour is brown
or blue-grey. The newly-hatched tick has six
legs, whilst the adult has eight. Eventually the
female lays her eggs in a damp place to renew
the life cycle.

Leech
You take your socks off after a walk in the bush
and you notice blood.
Your foot and ankle have
a number of red circu-
lar bites, oozing blood.
You have been bitten by
leeches. They have sucked
your blood and departed.
Some might be hiding
in your shoe, or still be
attached. Much has been
written on the best way to make them let go:
ﬁre, salt or Rid. Just pull them off, it makes
little difference. The bite may be very itchy and
bleed for up to 2 weeks. Leeches will attach
anywhere on your body and, most likely, you
won’t feel a thing. Leeches live in wet places
and are most active when the leaves on the
ground appear ‘shiny wet’. To avoid leeches,
don’t go into the bush when it is really wet.
Cover up bare skin. Check yourself all the
time. Don’t sit on the ground. Avoid brushing
past vegetation. Don’t stand still for long. Apply
an insect repellent to your skin.
The most important strategy is, before you
go into the bush, take your socks off and ap-
ply a generous coating of Rid, or other insect
repellent (the thickened lotion is best), all over
your feet from your toes to mid shin, including
between the toes. Put your socks and shoes on
and don’t worry after that. You will see leeches
gather on your shoe; they will go through the
weave of your socks but not bite. They eventu-
ally give up in disgust.
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All text and photographs © Michael Smith
2008, with the following exceptions. Thanks to
Ron Ronan for the Cougal Cave photo on page
16, Franka Wolfe for the Sphinx photo on page
30 and Len Martin for the Cougal photo page
17, and the rainforest warrior photo on page
1. Thanks also to Bert Carter for the notes on
Broken Head pages 21 and 22.
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